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We report a setup for high-resolution two-photon spectroscopy using a mid-infrared continuous wave optical parametric oscillator (CW-OPO) and a near-infrared diode laser as the excitation sources, both of which are locked to fully stabilized optical frequency combs. The diode laser is directly locked to a commercial near-infrared optical frequency comb using an optical phase-locked loop. The near-infrared frequency comb is also used to synchronously pump a degenerate femtosecond optical parametric oscillator to produce a fully stabilized mid-infrared frequency comb. The beat frequency between the mid-infrared comb and the CW-OPO is then stabilized through frequency locking. We used the setup to measure a double resonant two-photon transition to a symmetric vibrational state of acetylene with a sub-Doppler resolution and high signal-to-noise ratio.
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1. Introduction

Spectroscopy methods based on stimulated two-photon transitions, such as two-photon absorption, stimulated emission probing, and stimulated Raman spectroscopy, allow accessing energy states in which typical single photon excitations are forbidden under spectroscopic selection rules [1-3]. Stimulated two-photon transition can be used to measure spectral features at sub-Doppler resolution, without the need for cooling or molecular jets [4]. The inherent sub-Doppler resolution has been utilized, for example, in probing minute spectral features, such as hyperfine transitions and Zeeman splitting [5, 6], and in laser stabilization [7]. For typical laser sources, the measurement resolution may become limited by the linewidths of the exciting lasers. Therefore, light sources with narrow linewidths and precise wavelength tuning are required to take the full advantage of the sub-Doppler resolution. Achieving these requirements generally calls for active stabilization of the laser wavelengths.

Classical frequency references for the stabilization include atomic or molecular resonances [8], more stable reference lasers [9], and high-finesse cavities [10]. Molecular resonances and reference lasers work over limited wavelength ranges, and while an optical cavity simultaneously covers a wide spectral range, it is susceptible to thermal and mechanical effects and the absolute positions of the cavity resonances are generally unknown. Optical frequency combs work as ideal frequency references, as they cover a wide wavelength region with narrow linewidth laser lines [11]. A fully stabilized comb can be used to determine a laser wavelength with high precision and accuracy [12, 13]. The frequency comb technology is already highly developed in the near-infrared region, and therefore near-infrared combs are commonly used for accurate wavelength measurement and as references in laser locking schemes [14, 15]. For applications in molecular spectroscopy, an important prospect is the expansion of frequency comb technology into the mid-infrared region [16, 17]. Mid-infrared frequency combs are under constant development, and several methods for producing them have already been demonstrated [18-24].

In this article, we present a frequency comb assisted measurement setup for probing two-photon vibrational transitions. The setup uses two light sources: an external cavity diode laser (ECDL) and a mid-infrared optical parametric oscillator (CW-OPO). Both sources are stabilized using an optical frequency comb reference. The ECDL is directly locked to a commercial fully stabilized near-infrared frequency comb with an optical phase-locked loop (OPPL). Because of the availability of commercial near-infrared frequency combs, the stabilization of a mid-infrared CW-OPO is often done indirectly, for example by locking both the pump and signal wavelengths with the comb. This also produces a stable idler wavelength due to the conservation of energy [25, 26]. A more direct method uses second harmonic generation to convert some of the mid-infrared idler power into a near-infrared beam, which is then referenced to the frequency comb [27]. Here, we stabilize the mid-infrared CW-OPO directly to a phase-stabilized mid-infrared frequency comb, produced by half-harmonic generation with a synchronously pumped degenerate femtosecond OPO (fs-OPO). Similar methods based on a mid-infrared comb produced by difference frequency generation have previously been used to stabilize quantum cascade lasers working in the mid-infrared region [28].

Frequency combs have been utilized in direct comb and comb assisted Doppler-free two-photon spectroscopy of excited electronic states in atoms and molecules [5, 29]. Here, we have used our comb assisted measurement setup for vibrational spectroscopy, to access a symmetric vibrational state of acetylene using two-photon absorption. The target state, $v_1 + 2v_3$ in normal mode notation, is inaccessible by single photon excitations from the vibrational ground state. The rovibrational transitions are measured with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) surpassing previously reported measurements of this state. Due to the stabilization of the exciting lasers, the sub-Doppler line shapes of the transitions are resolved, and the line center and shape parameters can be extracted with high precision and accuracy.
2. Experimental setup

An overview of the two-photon measurement setup is presented Fig. 1. Our spectrometer uses a nondegenerate double resonant configuration, where two different light sources provide the two photons for the transition. One of the light sources is the mid-infrared CW-OPO, which emits in the spectral region of the strong fundamental CH stretching vibrations. Tuning the exciting wavelengths near strong resonant transitions enhances the two-photon transition strength [30]. The second light source is an external cavity diode laser emitting in the near-infrared region, where we can take advantage of highly developed cavity-enhanced detection methods to increase the sensitivity. Here we are using continuous-wave cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) [31].

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 1. Schematic overview of the setup. A diode laser (ECDL) is locked to a commercial fully stabilized near-infrared frequency comb (OFC) with an optical phase-locked loop. An acousto-optical modulator (AOM) is used to initiate ring-down events. The CW-OPO idler is locked to a mid-infrared comb produced by a synchronously pumped femtosecond OPO (fs-OPO). Their beat note is measured and fed through a frequency-to-voltage converter (F/V) to an integrator, which tunes the CW-OPO cavity length via a piezo actuator, to stabilize the beat note. After the measurement cavity, a power meter (PM) determines the transmitted idler power and a photodiode (PD) measures the ring-down signals at the ECDL wavelength. Wavemeters (WM) are used for approximate wavelength measurements. They also help to determine the frequency comb mode numbers and the fs-OPO carrier-envelope offset frequency.

2.1. ECDL locking

The ECDL (Velocity 6328, New Focus) wavelength is tunable between 1520 and 1570 nm. The diode laser is locked to a commercial fully stabilized optical frequency comb (FC1500-250-WG, Menlo Systems) with a phase-locked loop (Fig. 2). A beam sampler sends a small portion of the diode laser output to a polarization maintaining optical fiber. The sampled beam and the frequency comb are overlaid with a 50/50 fiber coupler. The beams are coupled out of the fiber and diffracted by a reflective grating to filter about 1.5 nm wide portion of the comb.
spectrum around the ECDL wavelength. The filtered comb and the ECDL beam sample are again coupled into a fiber and sent to a fast photodiode. The beat note measured by the detector is amplified, filtered and sent to a commercial optical phase-lock filter (mFALC 110, TOPTICA Photonics). The beat note frequency is phase-locked to a local oscillator frequency provided by a signal generator, which is referenced to the same time base as the frequency comb. The output from the locking electronics is separated into three parts: fluctuations below 100 kHz are corrected by the laser current through the laser control electronics, faster corrections are made through a direct connection to the laser head, and the laser cavity piezo is used to counteract long-term drifts. The CRDS setup requires that the main output from ECDL is directed through an accousto-optical modulator (AOM), which is used to shut off the ECDL output at nanosecond scale to initiate the ring-down events. The ECDL frequency in the measurement cavity (f_{DL}) is given by f_{DL} = f_{ceo} + n f_r + \Delta f - f_{AOM}, where f_{ceo} is the frequency comb carrier-envelope-offset frequency, n f_r is the frequency comb repetition rate times an integer n, \Delta f is the frequency of the beat note, and f_{AOM} is the frequency shift from the AOM. The first negative order of the AOM was used so the ECDL frequency decreased by f_{AOM}, which was 80.00112 MHz, as measured with a frequency counter. The repetition rate of the frequency comb is 250 MHz and the carrier-envelope-offset is 10 MHz. The frequency comb time scale is referenced to the SI-second through a GPS (Global Positioning System) reference frequency generator (GPS-8-12, Menlo Systems).

![Fig. 2. Schematic layout of the ECDL phase lock. The ECDL and optical frequency comb (OFC) beams are overlaid with a 50/50-fiber coupler. The comb spectrum around the ECDL is separated from the rest of the comb with a reflective grating and the beat note between the ECDL and OFC lines is detected with a photodiode (PD). The beat note is mixed with a local oscillator (LO) frequency from a signal generator. The locking filters (LF) tune the ECDL to bring the difference frequency between the beat note and the LO frequencies to zero.](image)

When unlocked, the signal-to-noise ratio of the beat note between the ECDL and the filtered frequency comb was about 30 dB (resolution bandwidth 100 kHz). When locked, the carrier linewidth in the beat note spectrum was less than 10 Hz, limited by the resolution of the radio spectrum analyzer used to measure the spectrum (Fig. 3).
2.2. CW-OPO locking

The CW-OPO is a singly-resonant OPO in a four mirror bow-tie configuration. The nonlinear medium is a 5 cm long periodically poled, MgO doped lithium niobate crystal. The CW-OPO is pumped using a continuous-wave titanium sapphire ring-laser (MBR-PS, Coherent), emitting light at around 800 nm. By tuning the pump wavelength, the idler wavelength can be tuned between 2.5 and 4.4 µm [32].

The same commercial near-infrared frequency comb, which is used as the direct reference for the ECDL, is amplified and used to pump an fs-OPO. The nonlinear medium is a 1 mm long periodically poled lithium niobate crystal. The free spectral range of the fs-OPO cavity is synchronized to the repetition rate of the comb. Pumping the fs-OPO with a frequency comb generates a comb structure at both the signal and the idler wavelengths and the fs-OPO is working in the degenerate regime, where the signal and the idler spectra overlap and become indistinguishable. This generates a phase-stabilized mid-infrared frequency comb [33], which in our case spanned a 400 nm wide spectrum around 3 µm. The output power from the fs-OPO is about 20 mW after filtering out the residual pump beam. Details of the fs-OPO comb can be found in [34].

Overview of the CW-OPO locking setup is presented in Fig. 4. The output beam from the fs-OPO and a beam sample of the CW-OPO output, reflected from a CaF₂-surface, were overlaid on a fast MIR photodiode (PVI-2TE-5, VIGO), with a bandwidth up to about 30 MHz. The beat note was sent to a frequency-to-voltage converter and the generated voltage was used as an error signal for an integrator. The integrator controlled the CW-OPO cavity length via a piezo actuator attached to one of the cavity mirrors, in order to keep the voltage constant and hence the beat note frequency stable at around 15 MHz. The actual beat note frequency was followed with a frequency counter. The CW-OPO frequency (f_{OPO}) is then given by \( f_{OPO} = f_{ceo,MIR} + n_f + \Delta f \), where \( n_f \) and \( \Delta f \) are as defined before for the ECDL locking. The fs-OPO carrier-envelope-offset \( f_{ceo,MIR} \) can be either \( f_{ceo,MIR} = f_{ceo} / 2 \) or \( f_{ceo,MIR} = (f_{ceo} + f_{i}) / 2 \) [33], and is determined separately by an approximate measurement of the CW-OPO frequency using a calibrated wavemeter (WA-1500-IR, EXFO) and a spectrum analyzer (WA-650, EXFO).
Fig. 4. Schematic overview of the CW-OPO locking. A near-infrared frequency comb (OFC) is amplified (EDFA) and used to synchronously pump a pulsed OPO (fs-OPO). The idler beam from a continuous-wave mid-infrared OPO (CW-OPO), pumped with a CW Ti:Sapphire laser (MBR), is overlaid with the fs-OPO beam and their beat note is measured with a photodetector (MIR-PD). The beat note frequency is converted into an input signal for an integrator (I) with a frequency-to-voltage converter circuit (F/V). The integrator tunes the CW-OPO cavity with a piezo-actuator to stabilize the beat note frequency. The CW-OPO wavelength is also measured with a wavemeter connected to a spectrum analyzer (WM+SA).

When the locking was established, the linewidth of the beat note was measured to be about 500 kHz with a sweep time of 150 ms and about 1.5 MHz with a sweep time of 1 second with a spectrum analyzer (Fig. 5). The standard deviation of the beat note frequency was about 90 kHz as measured with a frequency counter over a longer period of about 20 minutes. For comparison, the short term linewidth of the free running CW-OPO was the same as when locked, but over a few seconds, the wavelength instability was on the order of 10 MHz, mainly due to drifting of the pump laser.
3. Spectroscopic measurements

3.1. Two-photon setup

We used the setup to measure a transition to the rotational state \( J = 18 \) of the vibrational state \( \nu_1 + 2\nu_3 \) (Fig. 6) in acetylene (C\(_2\)H\(_2\)). We employ here the standard spectroscopic notation, where \( \nu_1 \) is the symmetric and \( \nu_3 \) the anti-symmetric CH-stretching vibration. A single photon transition to this state, from the vibrational ground state, is forbidden. The CW-OPO wavelength is tuned to the side of the transition \( P(18) \) of the fundamental band of the \( \nu_3 \) stretching vibration and the frequency lock between the CW-OPO and the fs-OPO is turned on. The ECDL is locked to the near-infrared comb and the ECDL wavelength is scanned over the second transition: line \( R(17) \) of the band \( \nu_1 + 2\nu_3 \leftrightarrow \nu_3 \). Since both light sources are referenced to the same comb, we cannot scan the ECDL by tuning the comb repetition rate, without also changing the CW-OPO wavelength. Instead, the ECDL is scanned by tuning the local oscillator frequency of the phase-locked loop [15]. This simple tuning method gives us precise control over the ECDL wavelength, but a new scan has to be started when passing over the comb lines. The scanning was typically done in steps of 200 kHz, and at each step, 50 ring-down times were averaged.
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Fig. 5. Spectra of the beat note between the CW-OPO and the fs-OPO when the CW-OPO was locked, measured with a sweep time of a) 150 ms (100 kHz RBW) and b) 1 s (100 kHz RBW). Figure a) is a direct trace from the spectrum analyzer, showing also the background noise and the detector bandwidth. In figure b), the power scale is linear and the background has been subtracted.

Fig. 6. Energy diagram showing the principle of the spectroscopic measurement. A CW-OPO idler wavelength is tuned to the side of a strong mid-infrared transitions and the ECDL is scanned over near-infrared transition, where the lower state is the one that the CW-OPO is pumping. The symbol GS stands for the vibrational ground state.
A static gas sample of acetylene is taken into a high-finesse ring-down cavity for the measurement, with a pressure below 1 torr (1 torr is about 133 Pa). The ring-down cavity finesse is about 150,000 at the ECDL wavelength, but it transmits the mid-infrared CW-OPO beam (Fig. 7). The ECDL and CW-OPO power entering the ring-down cavity is about 10 and 30 mW, respectively. The ECDL and the cavity are brought into resonance by periodically tuning the cavity length with a piezo actuator over the cavity free spectral range, at a frequency of 20 Hz. After the intracavity power starts to rise and surpasses a threshold value, the ECDL input into the cavity is cut off using the AOM. The cavity decay time is recorded with a high-speed photodetector (D100, RedWave Labs). The least-squares fitting and extracting the decay constants are done using a LabView (National Instruments) program. The two-photon absorption signal can be seen as a drop in the decay time of the ECDL power inside the cavity, as the absorption adds to the cavity losses. The background is measured with the CW-OPO turned off.

![Schematic diagram of the experimental setup showing the ECDL, CW-OPO, and acetylene gas supply](image)

**Fig. 7.** Schematic representation of the spectroscopic measurement. The ECDL and the CW-OPO beams are overlaid and sent through the cavity. The cavity mirrors are highly reflective at the ECDL wavelength, but not at the CW-OPO wavelength. The measurement cavity is filled with a sample of acetylene gas at a pressure below 1 torr.

### 3.2. Results

Figure 8 shows a CRDS spectrum of the R(17) line of the transition \( \nu_1 + 2 \nu_3 \leftarrow \nu_3 \). As the ECDL forms a standing wave inside the linear cavity, it probes the two-photon transition with both counter-propagating waves. The CW-OPO is exciting a narrow component of the Doppler-profile of the fundamental transition, which has different Doppler-shifts in respect to the two counter-propagating ECDL waves inside the cavity. The shifts have the same magnitude, but opposite signs, and therefore the CRDS spectrum shows two peaks symmetrically around the line center. Both have Lorentzian profiles, but with different linewidths. Depending on whether ECDL and CW-OPO beams are co- or counter-propagating, there is a partial enhancement or cancellation of the residual Doppler-broadening [35, 36]. The measured line shapes were least-squares fitted with Lorentzian profiles to extract their center positions and widths. At a pressure of 0.2 torr, the linewidth (the full width at half maximum) of the narrow peak, corresponding to counter-propagating CW-OPO and ECDL, was 8.995 (65) MHz, and the width of the broader peak was 15.437 (73) MHz. The values in the parentheses, here and below, are one standard errors in the least significant digits.

The signal-to-noise ratio of the higher peak, defined here as the peak height divided by the standard deviation of the background signal, was about 1000. For reference, Fig. 9 shows the same transition line measured with free-running lasers. The spectrum shows only the narrower
of the two peaks, which corresponds to counter-propagating CW-OPO and ECDL. Here the scanning was done by tuning the ECDL cavity piezo. The step size was about 4 MHz, so that the scan would cross the transition line on a time scale where the CW-OPO stability would be acceptable. This also ensured that the step size was slightly larger than the linewidth of the ECDL, which was a few MHz on the time scale of a single step, which took less than 2 seconds. The SNR of the unlocked scan was about 60. Because the CW-OPO offset was slightly different for this measurement, the wavenumbers of the peaks in the two figures do not match exactly. The best previous measurement of this state, based on a stimulated emission setup, had an SNR of about 500 [2].

Fig. 8. Comb-assisted two-photon absorption spectrum of transition from the ground state to $\nu_1 + 2\nu_3$, with a resonant intermediate state $\nu_3$. The horizontal scale is the wavenumber of the ECDL as it is scanned over the second resonance. The appearance of two peaks is a result of the CW-OPO exciting a narrow Doppler-component to the intermediate state and the standing wave formed by the ECDL probes the Doppler-component with both counter-propagating waves. The broader spectrum on the left hand side corresponds to the case where the two photons come from co-propagating CW-OPO and ECDL waves, and the residual Doppler broadening is enhanced. In the narrow peak on the right hand side, the exciting waves are counter-propagating, partially canceling the residual Doppler-broadening. The small gaps in the spectra are points where the phase-locked loop had dropped and was re-established.

Fig. 9. Two-photon absorption spectrum with free-running CW-OPO and ECDL. The spectrum shows only the higher frequency peak, corresponding to counter-propagating CW-OPO and ECDL. The asymmetry of the peak is due to the long-term instability of the CW-OPO wavelength, as the scan over the peak takes about 10-20 s. The SNR is about 60.
Excluding possible asymmetries and pressure shifts in the two-photon transition profiles, which are small at these pressures, the line center is at the midpoint between the two peaks, giving it the value of 6405.87617729 (45) cm⁻¹. The one-standard error is from the uncertainty in the center positions of the Lorentzian fits. The Doppler shift of the excited velocity component can be resolved from the frequency difference of the two peaks in the CRDS spectrum, so the line center of the mid-infrared transition can also be calculated at the sub-Doppler level. Since the wider peak in the CRDS spectrum, corresponding to co-propagating CW-OPO and ECDL, was at lower energy, we know that the CW-OPO frequency corresponds to a negative Doppler-shift and is below the center frequency of the mid-infrared transition line. The CW-OPO wavenumber was determined to be 3251.081911 (3) cm⁻¹, where the uncertainty is limited by the standard deviation of the locked beat note frequency. This gives the line center as 3251.086908 (3) cm⁻¹, when the speed of the probed Doppler component is determined from the difference in the frequencies of the CRDS spectrum peaks. Previous measurements gives the line center as 3251.08683 cm⁻¹, with an accuracy reported as better than 0.001 cm⁻¹ [37].

The total energy of the final rovibrational state, calculated as the sum of the two measured transition line centers and the rotational energy of the ground state [38], is 10059.186015 (31) cm⁻¹, where the precision is mostly limited by the uncertainty in the ground state rotational parameters. Previously measured effective band parameters of the final symmetric vibrational state predict the state energy to be 10059.1876 (10) cm⁻¹ [3]. The measurement results are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Measured transition line positions and the energy of the upper state

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>This work</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P(18), ν₁ ← Ground State (cm⁻¹)</td>
<td>3251.086908 (3)</td>
<td>3251.08683 [37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R(17), ν₁+2ν₃ ← ν₃ (cm⁻¹)</td>
<td>6405.87617729 (45)</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy of the state ν₁+2ν₃, J=18 (cm⁻¹)</td>
<td>10059.186015 (31)ᵇ</td>
<td>10059.1876 (10)ᶜ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The values in the parentheses are one standard errors in least significant digits.  
*Calculated from the measured line positions and the ground state rotational energy [38].  
*Calculated with the band parameters from [3].

4. Conclusions

We have presented a frequency comb assisted setup for measuring infrared-infrared double resonant two-photon transitions. We reach high accuracy and precision by referencing the light sources, a near-infrared ECDL and a mid-infrared CW-OPO, against the same fully stabilized optical frequency comb. For our near-infrared source, we can directly establish a phase-locked loop to stabilize the beat between the diode laser and the comb by tuning the laser current, and reach relative linewidth below 10 Hz, as limited by the resolution of our spectral analyzer. The CW-OPO was referenced to a mid-infrared frequency comb produced by a degenerate fs-OPO, which was synchronously pumped using the near-infrared frequency comb. In this way, both light sources were linked to the same stabilized repetition rate and carrier envelope offset frequencies. With a simple frequency locking of the CW-OPO and fs-OPO beat, we could stabilize the long term linewidth of the CW-OPO to about 1.5 MHz.

The setup was used to measure a two-photon transition of acetylene to an infrared inactive vibrational state ν₁+2ν₃. With the frequency comb assisted measurement, we could resolve the shape of the sub-Doppler transition line, which was not achieved in our previous measurement with free running lasers, and precision of the line position measurement was increased by an order of magnitude [3]. The SNR was also improved by an order of magnitude compared to...
when the light sources were free-running, and by an order of two compared to a measurement of the same state with previously the best sensitivity [2].

The precision of the line position measurement is limited by the CW-OPO frequency lock, which is based on a simple frequency-to-voltage converter. The beat note between the CW-OPO and the fs-OPO showed a standard deviation of 90 kHz when followed with a frequency counter during the measurement. The accuracy is ultimately limited by the GPS corrected reference oscillator, which links the time scales of the local oscillator of the phase-locked loop and stabilized frequencies of the frequency comb to the SI second. The accuracy of the GPS reference is reported to be better than $8 \times 10^{-12}$ in one second, which translates to an accuracy of about 1.5 kHz at the ECDL wavelength.

By utilizing a more complex locking mechanism for the CW-OPO, the line position measurement could be improved. A short term linewidth down to sub-kilohertz level has been reached with Pound-Drever-Hall cavity locking [10], but the result does not directly translate to long term stability and lacks the absolute frequency reference offered by a stabilized frequency comb. A long term linewidth of less than 200 kHz has been achieved with phase-locking of CW-OPO pump and signal frequencies against a frequency comb [25]. Using a high bandwidth locking, together with the direct reference between CW-OPO idler and a mid-infrared comb presented here, we could expect similar or marginally better results, since the idler frequency stability would depend on the stability of only one beat note. However, a fast tuning element, such as an electro optic modulator, required for phase locking the CW-OPO was not available to us at this time.
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